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Ensure the agreement is broad-based and meets the needs of 
industry from many sectors

Help trade decision-makers understand why issues like data 
�ows and pro-competitive services coverage create win-win 
results 

Ensure outcomes have a strong development dimension and 
help deliver the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

75+
COUNTRIES 
DEVELOPING
DIGITAL TRADE
RULES

49% OF WORLD
POPULATION
HAVE INTERNET

30% GLOBAL
GDBP DEPENDS ON
DIGITAL ECONOMY

70% DIGITALIZATION
BENEFITS BY
TRADITIONAL
INDUSTRIES

30,000 MOBILE
MONEY TRANSACTIONS A 
MINUTE

31M
JOBS IN MOBILE
ECONOMY

$25TRN
VALUE OF DIGITAL TRADE

The seminars for negotiators that Digital Trade Network organises are a great way to in�uence the World 
Trade Organization’s digital trade talks. They are a unique opportunity to work directly with negotiators of 
the 76 negotiating countries.

The negotiations are on - now is the time for companies to step up and help craft tomorrow’s rules’

Help ensure broad participation from developing countries 
through e�ective national and Geneva based advocacy4

The Joint Statement Initiative sessions with ICC and the Digital Trade 
Network are a good way to in�uence the World Trade Organization. They 
allow the technical experts to interact with the policy makers and 
provide them with detailed and focussed materials not easily available 
elsewhere.
Sean Edwards
Chairman ITFA and Head of Legal SMBC



There are a broad range of levels of engagement available; see below, or contact us

BECOME A DTN SPONSOR

Enquiries: advocacy@digitaltrade.net

Introductions to Governement/Institutional Leaders

Introductions to Industry Leaders

1:2:1 meetings set-up with decision makers

Keynote speaking opportunities at global side events (WTO/G20/UN)

Panel speaking opportunities at global events and webinars

Preferential access to board level/invite only events

Opportunity to nominate event speakers

Priority invitation to events

Tailored briefings & Update reports

Consulted on advocacy positions and development of DTN’s annual policy objectives

Access to regular news briefings - with detail available from no other source 

Opportunity to input on inter-governmental policy development

Preferential access to media opportunities - press, podcasts

Preferential access to Promoting Digital Trade campaign - case studies, blogs

Delegation Support for Geneva visits

Exclusive branding on website

all prices are inclusive of VAT at 20% where applicable
Please note that the amounts apply for UK companies, for other regions contact us for referral to your local supporter association

PRACTICAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:

HOST

IN KIND
CONTIBUITION

GOLD

£27,000

SILVER

£ 17,000

BRONZE

£ 7,000
DIGITAL TRADE NETWORK
Participation Bene�ts

Putting forward the positive case for digital trade at a series of coordinated global events - Commonwealth Business 
Forum, UNCTAD Ecommerce Week, WTO Public Forum, B20 Leaders Summit, Symposia in Geneva.

Establishing an online repository of materials for policy makers - to promote linkages, innovation and best practice. 
Points for di�erent sectors and interests to be heard and impact outcomes.

Developing dialogue with business groups in underrepresented regions - to increase engagement from key regions, 
such as Africa.

Building up a larger pool of advocates - especially in developing countries - to champion outcomes that work for all 
regions and levels of development and promote a sustainable long-term approach.

Collaborating on thought leadership with NGOs - through blogs, social media, events and meetings.

Build capacity of country negotiators to understand how key industry priorities, like data �ows, act as an enabler for 
global commerce and apply in development contexts too.


